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Coraline
In the spirit of her bestselling series, Pillow Thoughts, Courtney Peppernell returns with a new, empowering collection of poetry and prose. From
heartbreak to dreaming of and finding a new love to healing the heart to ultimately finding peace, the themes in this book are universal but also uniquely
individual to readers. Just as moving and endearing as Peppernell's previous books, I Hope You Stay is a reminder of the resilience and hope needed after
heartache and pain. The book is divided into five sections, with poems ranging from free verse to short form. These words are a light in the deepest hours of
the night: Hold on. The sun is coming.

Burn After Writing ( Pink )
Eleven-year-old George has a dog, Bart, who seems to know everything about him-from when he is feeling sad to when he will arrive home from school.
George's new neighbor and classmate, Lester, also has a dog, Bill Gates, and Lester thinks he is the smartest animal in the world. When their teacher assigns
a school science project about animal behavior, George and Lester decide to conduct an experiment based on the world-famous Rupert Sheldrake's
experiments about dogs. George even has an email exchange with Dr. Sheldrake to help him with the project-and he and Lester soon find out that, through a
few simple experiments, kids can make scientific discoveries, too. This middle-grade boys and dogs story is inspired by Rupert Sheldrake's bestselling adult
novel. Dogs that Know When Their Owners Are Coming Home.

Burn After Writing
burn after writing ( burn after writing book for kids ): Push your limits, reflect on your past, present, and future, and create a secret book that's about you,
and just for you, when you're done, burn this little book and allow the past to stay where it belongs.

Burn After Writing
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Reviews of the first edition "This book is a treasure trove of descriptive language Highly recommended for both teachers and parents. I wish I’d had a copy
of this book when I was a full time English teacher! Invest in a copy today; you’ll be glad you did." Sue Cowley, bestselling author, teacher and teacher
trainer "Help to banish 'blank page syndrome' for ever, with this innovative book Created by teacher, Alison Wilcox, this inspirational book will build
children's confidence in their writing ability." Literacy Times Plus "A real ‘godsend’ to hard-pressed teachers, parents and pupils." Denis Hayes, author of
Foundations of Primary Teaching ? Reviews of the second edition ‘the addition of the CD is perfect for the modern day classroom fantastic!’ ?Emma
Palastanga, primary deputy head ‘The book/CD, will be so helpful to teachers who are struggling to think of different ways to say things and will enhance
their planning and teaching. As a classroom resource it will be invaluable.’ Elaine Smitheman, primary school teacher ? Now available with a CD-ROM for
classroom use, Descriptosaurus is the first book for creative writing that is a thematic expansion of a dictionary and a thesaurus. It provides children with a
comprehensive resource with which to expand their descriptive vocabulary, experiment with language and sentence structure and build up narratives based
around the following areas: Settings – landscapes, settlements and atmosphere, Characters – appearance, emotions and personality, and Creatures –
appearance, abilities and habitats. New features for the second edition include: IWB compatible CD-ROM containing all the main elements of the book
New VCOP coverage Expanded coverage of adverbs and connectives New planning sheets to help children organise and structure descriptions Character
cards, games and mountain pyramid vocabulary builders The Descriptosaurus model was created and refined over a number of years as a result of feedback
from children inside and outside the classroom as to the resources they required to inspire and assist them with their writing. For reluctant writers or those
faced with blank page syndrome, it provides essential starting points to encourage putting pen to paper. Using Descriptosaurus will not only inspire
children, it will build their confidence and dramatically improve the content of their writing. This is an ideal resource for all KS2 primary and KS3
secondary English teachers, literacy coordinators and parents keen to support their childrens’ creative writing. It would also make an excellent classroom
book for PGCE students, particularly Primary PGCE with English specialism.

The Burn
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The untold stories behind The Office, one of the most iconic television shows of the twenty-first
century, told by its creators, writers, and actors When did you last hang out with Jim, Pam, Dwight, Michael, and the rest of Dunder Mifflin? It might have
been back in 2013, when the series finale aired . . . or it might have been last night, when you watched three episodes in a row. But either way, long after
the show first aired, it’s more popular than ever, and fans have only one problem—what to watch, or read, next. Fortunately, Rolling Stone writer Andy
Greene has that answer. In his brand-new oral history, The Office: The Untold Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s, Greene will take readers behind
the scenes of their favorite moments and characters. Greene gives us the true inside story behind the entire show, from its origins on the BBC through its
impressive nine-season run in America, with in-depth research and exclusive interviews. Fans will get the inside scoop on key episodes from "The Dundies"
to "Threat Level Midnight" and "Goodbye, Michael," including behind-the-scenes details like the battle to keep it on the air when NBC wanted to pull the
plug after just six episodes and the failed attempt to bring in James Gandolfini as the new boss after Steve Carell left, spotlighting the incredible, genreredefining show created by the family-like team, who together took a quirky British import with dicey prospects and turned it into a primetime giant with
true historical and cultural significance. Hilarious, heartwarming, and revelatory, The Office gives fans and pop culture buffs a front-row seat to the
phenomenal sequence of events that launched The Office into wild popularity, changing the face of television and how we all see our office lives for
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decades to come.

Strange Frequencies
How honest can you be when no one is watching? 120 Deep Questions to Ask Yourself Express yourself honestly to this trusted journal. After finishing it,
Burn it, or hide it or tear it, or do whatever you want with it. Just Make sure it's away from hands. Push your limits, reflect on your past, present, and future,
and create a secret book that's about you, and just for you, when you're done, burn this little book and allow the past to stay where it belongs. This "Burn
after writing 6" x "9-inch journal with 120 pages, is the right one for you. Buy your trusted journal and start express yourself honestly!

My Secret
With Let That Sh*t Go Journal, you'll find moments of profanity-laced catharsis and joy through journaling activities and inspirations that are positive as
f*ck. Within these truly charming pages, you'll find ways to let go of the bullsh*t and lift your spirit a little f*cking higher.

Burn After Writing (Pink)
When He Leaves You is a collection of short poetry and prose, biopsied with tears and red wine. It dives into themes of love, loss, a connection to water,
and never forgetting what it means to be alive. Separated into six sections: Childhood, Him, Everything Is You, Over, Repairing, and Perspective, it takes
you on a journey to find a new outlook.

Wreck This Journal
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with shocking similarities to her own. Coraline has moved to a new house with her
parents and she is fascinated by the fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a house! Divided into flats years before, there is a brick wall behind a door
where once there was a corridor. One day it is a corridor again and the intrepid Coraline wanders down it. And so a nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes
Coraline into the arms of counterfeit parents and a life that isn't quite right. Can Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever be the same
again?

Light Filters In: Poems
This 6x9 Monthly Planner with 100 pages inside: Goal Action Plan, Future Goal, Goals Checklist, This Year's Goals, Vision Board, Monthly Goal
Progress, Monthly Overview and more. (January2019-December2
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Let That Sh*t Go
Burn whomever you'd like in this blank journal in the style of the Burn Book from the hit comedy Mean Girls. But remember, the more you burn the other
girls, the more you're burning yourself. The blank journal contains Mean Girls quotes throughout.

You're Weird
"A necessary reminder that whatever we are feeling, we are never feeling it alone." —Trista Mateer, author of Aphrodite Made Me Do It "There are defining
moments in our lives that we often experience in certain places. It's in these places, that we feel particular emotions, which help shape who we become. For
anyone whose emotions are tied to places, this book is for you."—Courtney Peppernell, author of Pillow Thoughts By the author of the wildly successful
2am Thoughts, comes Nineteen — titled after the poet's age when she wrote this new book. Nineteen is a collection of poetry that broaches heartbreak, love,
loss, war, peace, and healing. For every place we go, there is a feeling or memory that's been painted on the walls. You can paint over it, but it will always
be there. Even if you can't see it, you know. You can feel the heartbreak inside the bedroom where you lost a love. You can feel the hope at the coffee shop
where a beginning happened. You can feel the healing as you sit in the driver's seat, in charge of your own life. "A journey. An exploration. A reminder to
put one foot in front of the other even when it's dark because there is always a light waiting for you in the distance."—Wilder, Author of Nocturnal "In spare
poems with aphoristic lines and short prose segments, the book speaks to adolescent pain and suffering."—Publishers Weekly Check out Makenzie
Campbell's other hit poetry book 2am Thoughts

Unfuck Your Brain
This is simple and elegant design notebook. Perfect for writing your secrets, feeling or things you want to say but you can't

Burn After Writing
A spellbinding, propulsive new novel from the bestselling mystery writer who "is in a class by herself." (The New York Times) Cal Hooper thought a fixerupper in a bucolic Irish village would be the perfect escape. After twenty-five years in the Chicago police force and a bruising divorce, he just wants to
build a new life in a pretty spot with a good pub where nothing much happens. But when a local kid whose brother has gone missing arm-twists him into
investigating, Cal uncovers layers of darkness beneath his picturesque retreat, and starts to realize that even small towns shelter dangerous secrets. "One of
the greatest crime novelists writing today" (Vox) weaves a masterful, atmospheric tale of suspense, asking what we sacrifice in our search for truth and
justice, and what we risk if we don't.

Mean Girls Hardcover Ruled Journal
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Oral History: An Interdisciplinary Anthology is a collection of classic articles by some of the best known proponents of oral history, demonstrating the
basics of oral history, while also acting as a guidebook for how to use it in research. Added to this new edition is insight into how oral history is practiced
on an international scale, making this book an indispensable resource for scholars of history and social sciences, as well as those interested in oral history
on the avocational level. This volume is a reprint of the 1984 edition, with the added bonus of a new introduction by David Dunaway and a new section on
how oral history is practiced on an international scale. Selections from the original volume trace the origins of oral history in the United States, provide
insights on methodology and interpretation, and review the various approaches to oral history used by folklorists, historians, anthropologists, and librarians,
among others. Family and ethnic historians will find chapters addressing the applications of oral history in those fields.

1 Page at a Time
The creator of Wreck This Journal presents a creative, illustrated guide with a unique perspective on the purpose and function of “a book,” including using
it to send a secret message, as a recording device, and as an instrument. Original.

Modern Geometry with Applications
In the vein of poetry collections like Milk and Honey and Adultolescence, this compilation of short, powerful poems from teen Instagram sensation
@poeticpoison perfectly captures the human experience. In Light Filters In, Caroline Kaufman—known as @poeticpoison—does what she does best: reflects
our own experiences back at us and makes us feel less alone, one exquisite and insightful piece at a time. She writes about giving up too much of yourself to
someone else, not fitting in, endlessly Googling “how to be happy,” and ultimately figuring out who you are. This collection features completely new
material plus some fan favorites from Caroline's account. Filled with haunting, spare pieces of original art, Light Filters In will thrill existing fans and
newcomers alike. it’s okay if some things are always out of reach. if you could carry all the stars in the palm of your hand, they wouldn’t be half as
breathtaking

Burn Book
Published in conjunction with the PEN American Center, Burn This Book is a powerful collection of essays that explore the meaning of censorship and the
power of literature to inform the way we see the world, and ourselves. As Americans we often take our freedom of speech for granted. When we talk about
censorship we talk about China, the former Soviet Union, or the Middle East. But recent political developments—including the passage of the Patriot
Act—have shined a spotlight on profound acts of censorship in our own backyard. Burn This Book features a sterling roster of award-winning writers
offering their incisive, uncensored views on this most essential topic, including such revered literary heavyweights as Toni Morrison, Salman Rushdie,
Orhan Pamuk, David Grossman, and Nadine Gordimer, among others. Both provocative and timely, Burn This Book is certain to inspire strong opinions
and ignite spirited, serious dialogue.
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Burn This Book
How honest can you be when no one is watching? Tumblr, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, texting, Snapchat, YouTubethe world has become one
giant confessional. In a reversal of this trend, Burn After Writing encourages you to share nothing. With its incisive questions and thought experiments, this
private journal challenges you to play a game of Truth or Dare with yourself. Push your limits, reflect on your past, present, and future, and create a secret
book that's about you, and just for you. And when you're finished, toss it, hide it, or Burn After Writing.

Nineteen
A journey through the attempts artists, scientists, and tinkerers have made to imagine and communicate with the otherworldly using various technologies,
from cameras to radiowaves. Strange Frequencies takes readers on an extraordinary narrative and historical journey to discover how people have used
technology in an effort to search for our own immortality. Bebergal builds his own ghostly gadgets to reach the other side, too, and follows the path of
famous inventors, engineers, seekers, and seers who attempted to answer life's ultimate mysteries. He finds that not only are technological innovations
potent metaphors keeping our spiritual explorations alive, but literal tools through which to experiment the boundaries of the physical world and our own
psyches. Peter takes the reader alongside as he explores: * the legend of the golem and the strange history of automata; * a photographer who is trying to
capture the physical manifestation of spirits; * a homemaker who has recorded voicemails from the dead; * a stage magician who combines magic and
technology to alter his audience's consciousness; * and more.

Destroy After Writing
Part journal, part activity book, and all fun, You're Weirdis a valentine for the inner weirdo in everyone-that part of us that doesn't quite fit in, and secretly
isn't even trying. Filled with hand-drawn creatures that are a bit . . . different . . . along with lists, writing prompts, activities, and more, it's a delightful and
affirming book for creative weirdos everywhere. In our mass-produced world that wants everyone to fit in and fall in line, these quirky pages give us
permission to celebrate what makes us each unique-and amazing.

I Hope You Stay
The poetry of 2am Thoughts condenses an entire relationship with its untamed emotions and experiences to a single day. As the long hours of the night drag
on, so does the love, heartache, and loss. When the dawn breaks, the morning sun brings acceptance, healing, and recovery.

The Lost Foods
The only person we will share the rest of our lives with is ourselves, yet we keep hiding the truth. In this book, profound questions are presented to reveal
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our true selves. The power to rightfully answer this questions is on your hands. Are you ready? 128 Pages of Deep and Insightful Questions About Yourself
High-Quality Binding Paperback

Burn After Writing
burn after writing ( burn after writing . new edition ): Push your limits, reflect on your past, present, and future, and create a secret book that's about you,
and just for you, when you're done, burn this little book and allow the past to stay where it belongs.

Descriptosaurus
Our brains are doing our best to help us out, but they can be real assholes sometimes. Sometimes it seems like your own brain is out to get you—melting
down in the middle of the grocery store, picking fights with your date, getting you addicted to something, or shutting down completely at the worst possible
moments. You already told your brain firmly that it isn't good to do these things. But your brain has a mind of its own. That's where this book comes in.
With humor, patience, and lots of swearing, Dr. Faith shows you the science behind what's going on in your skull and talks you through the process of
retraining your brain to respond appropriately to the non-emergencies of everyday life. If you're working to deal with old traumas, or if you just want to
have a more measured and chill response to situations you face all the time, this book can help you put the pieces of the puzzle together and get your life
and brain back.Here's an excerpt from the book:Knowing what’s going on up in your brain is HUGE. So much of how we interact with the world around us
is a completely normal response when we take into account our past experiences and how our brains work. • Freaking the fuck out • Avoiding important
shit we need to take care of • Feeling pissed off all the time • Being a dick to people we care about • Putting shit in our bodies that we know isn’t good for
us • Doing shit we know is dumb or pointlessNone of these things are fucking helpful. But they all make sense.Your brain has adapted to the circumstances
in your life and started doing things to protect you, bless it. It’s not TRYING to fuck you over (even though it totally is, at times).As we navigate the world,
nasty shit happens. The brain stores info about the nasty shit to try to avoid it in the future. Sometimes these responses are helpful. Sometimes the responses
become a bigger problem than the actual problem was. It’s called a trauma reaction.And even if you aren’t dealing with a specific trauma? Adaptive coping
strategies, bad habits, and funky behaviors all wire in similar ways. And research is showing that these issues are actually some of the easier ones to treat in
therapy … if we address what’s really going on, rather than just the symptoms.

Burn Your Grudges
This introduction to modern geometry differs from other books in the field due to its emphasis on applications and its discussion of special relativity as a
major example of a non-Euclidean geometry. Additionally, it covers the two important areas of non-Euclidean geometry, spherical geometry and projective
geometry, as well as emphasising transformations, and conics and planetary orbits. Much emphasis is placed on applications throughout the book, which
motivate the topics, and many additional applications are given in the exercises. It makes an excellent introduction for those who need to know how
geometry is used in addition to its formal theory.
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The Anxiety Journal
Express and confess, write all your anger and worries and then let it all go, by burning this book. Feel better with seeing your problems go up in flames

Oral History
While some forms of anxiety are natural, even helpful, anxiety disorders can lead you into a spiral of stress and worry, and interfere with your everyday life.
Practical, supportive and uplifting, this is a journal for anyone who struggles with anxiety, whether in the form of phobias, social anxiety, generalized
anxiety (GAD) or day-to-day worrying. Beautifully illustrated by Marcia Mihotich, The Anxiety Journal by Corinne Sweet encourages you to use CBT
techniques and mindfulness exercises to help you better understand your anxiety and help you to achieve peace and calm. Whether you're awake at 4am
unable to turn off those racing thoughts, or struggling to get yourself together before a presentation, The Anxiety Journal will help to soothe stress and
reduce worry, identify negative thought-cycles, and provide you with techniques to combat anxiety wherever you are.

The Searcher
It's not easy navigating a course through life. Self-reflection is rapidly becoming a forgotten art form in a society obsessed with social media's mindless
status updates, links, likes and superficial self-projections. While each of us more connected to the outside world than ever before we often feel completely
isolated.This is What My Soul Looks Like gives you the ability to undertake a quest to find the real you.It's a collection of gently probing questions and
prompts that lead you to uncover just exactly makes you tick.Treat this book as a journey of discovery, a real confessional that will playfully encourage you
to push your limits as you discover your unedited self.Explore not only who you are now, but who you want to be. Delve into your thoughts, your values
and your beliefs.Think of it as DIY Therapy.So, if you want to find out who you really are, why not start with the question: how do you feel?

Boy's Best Friend
Everyone has regrets. Not everyone deals with them. Use this simple tool to tackle up to twelve regrets at a time. Answer the questions, be honest, then do
what you can to correct your past missteps. When you're done, burn this book and allow the past to stay where it belongs.

Burn After Writing
From the internet phenomenon whose aesthetic has influenced millions of young people around the world comes an undated planner to help you keep your
life in order your way. Emma Chamberlain is a lot of things. The Atlantic calls her “The Most Important YouTuber Today.” W Magazine calls her “The
Most Interesting Girl on YouTube.” But what does she call herself? A girl in desperate need of The Ideal Planner! Until now, it seemed like every planner
was for “that perfect girl.” But what if you’re just muddling through? What if you’re kind of weird, a little obsessed, definitely silly, love art and fashion,
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and sometimes accidentally skip days or weeks or months in your planner but don’t want those pages to go to waste? Emma looked everywhere but could
not find such a planner. So she decided to make one herself and share it with the world. With guided journal pages, custom mood boards, puzzles, games,
lists, corny quotes, cool designs, and silly messages from Emma, it’s a diary, scrapbook, guided journal, coloring book, and planner all in one. And because
you fill in the dates you want, it never becomes outdated.

2am Thoughts
Get your pink on with this totally “fetch” hardcover journal inspired by the 2004 hit Mean Girls. Featuring graphics and imagery inspired by the iconic
movie, this hardcover journal lies flat when open and includes 192 ruled pages, a ribbon placeholder, an elastic band, and a back pocket for storing
keepsakes and mementos.

Burn After Writing Women
A celebrity nutritionist outlines a food-based, recipe-augmented rapid-weight-loss plan for readers whose initial weight loss has halted, offering 3-day,
5-day and 10-day approaches to repairing stalled metabolic function. By the #1 best-selling author of The Fast Metabolism Diet. 150,000 first printing.

The Ideal Planner
Cute Burn Book Gift, "Burn After Writing Teen, So deep, so dark, the secrets that you keep", It's your turn to write down every last secret you have in the
Burn Book. 120 pages 6x9 inches matte finish cream paper with lines

This Is What My Soul Looks Like
A collection of artfully decorated postcards with secrets anonymously written on them by people from all over the world and sent to the founder of
PostSecret, a community art project that evolved into a website.

This is Not a Book
With this bundle, collect all three editions of Adam J. Kurtz's 1 Page at a Time, including the original yellow, as well as the newly released red and blue
covers. 1 Page at a Time: A Daily Creative Companion is a journal, scrapbook & anything else. It's whatever you say it is. Slowly fill the book and by the
time it's done, you'll have a perfect keepsake of the year you made it through. Every day is a chance to create something new for yourself. Put down your
phone and pick up a pencil. Give yourself some space. The Internet will still be there. Start with one page at a time, and you'll be surprised at just how much
you can create. Each of the 365 prompts in the book will encourage you to draw, write, list, reflect, and share. This book is your new best friend.
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When He Leaves You
Special limited duct tape cover edition of the internationally bestselling phenomenon with over 7 million copies sold! Paint, poke, create, destroy, and
wreck--to create a journal as unique as you are For anyone who's ever had trouble starting, keeping, or finishing a journal or sketchbook comes this
expanded edition of Wreck This Journal, a subversive illustrated book that challenges readers to muster up their best mistake- and mess-making abilities to
fill the pages of the book--or destroy them. Through a series of creative and quirky prompts, acclaimed guerilla artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to
engage in destructive acts--poking holes through pages, adding photos and defacing them, painting pages with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and
more--in order to experience the true creative process. With Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way of art- and journal-making,
discovering novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page and fully engage in the creative process. To create is to destroy. Happy wrecking!

The Office
First you'll discover how to make your own U.S. secret military superfood at home. The Doomsday Ration might have cost millions to invent, but it's super
cheap to make or replicate! And I bet you'll find most of the ingredients are already in your pantry. Once you've made your first batch, get ready to forget
about it-because this superfood will never spoil, even in the harshest conditions and even without refrigeration. You'll always be able to keep your entire
family well fed on it just by spending a few dollars each day. Plus, it's also lightweight enough that it belongs in your bug-out bag too.

Burn Book
pink journal for avery girl and woman , 120 page blank lined notebook , perfect size : 6" x 9" inches

Burn Book
"Tumblr, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram, texting, Snapchat, YouTube, the world has become one giant confessional. In a reversal of this trend,
Burn After Writing encourages you to share nothing. With its incisive questions and thought experiments, this private journal challenges you to play a game
of Truth or Dare with yourself. Push your limits, reflect on your past, present, and future, and create a secret book that's about you, and just for you. And
when you're finished, toss it, hide it, or Burn After Writing"--From publisher description.
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